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Here are some stories from the Crazy But True section of First News. Read the article from page 19
and then try the puzzle. To help you we have underlined the answers in the story itself, but you will
need to match the correct word with each clue!

CRAZY BUT TRUE

COFFEE CARD ART
WHO knew a simple coffee card could create
such an artistic masterpiece?!
Four years ago, Steve Bewsher ditched his brushes
and decided to test his skills using a plastic coffee shop
card – and the results are pretty impressive!
Steve has now painted over 200 colourful city scenes
using his unusual tool and said he regularly stops off at
his local Costa branch in Cheshire to stock up on cards.
Some of his artworks sell for up to £2,000!
Steve explained to us how he came across his
coffee card trick: “I was painting demolition scenes in
Macclesfield and became frustrated with my palette
knife, as the blade wasn’t long enough to create the
effect I wanted. Searching through my bag for an
alternative, I happened upon an expired gift card and
to my surprise, it did the trick, helping me to apply and
move around the thick, angular layers of paint that I like
to work with.”
He’s tried out a range of cards, but believes Costa’s
version is the perfect one for him.

Across
4. Having angles or sharp corners; with gradients
and slants; pointed (adjective 7)
5. A thin steel blade with a handle for mixing
colours or applying or removing paint (noun 7,5)
7. Got rid of; given up (past participle 7)
8. The bulldozing or destruction of buildings
(noun 10)

Down
1. Frequently (adverb 9)
2. A work of outstanding artistry, workmanship.
or skill (noun 11)
3. Impact; impression (noun 6)
6. Breathtaking; spectacular (adjective 10)
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